Bridging the Fast and the Slow

the urban multifunction interface as place for experience of social interaction and inward reflection
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Ten acres built with scattered houses square,
Beside the thatched huts eight or nine in all;
There elms and willows shade the hindmost eaves,
With peach and pear trees spread before the hall.
A distant village gleams beneath the sun,
While smoke from nearby huts hangs in the breeze;
A dog is barking in the allay deep,
A cock crows from the clump of mulberry trees.
Within my courtyard all is clear of dust
Where tranquil in my leisure I remain;
Long have I been imprisoned in a cage,
Now back to Nature I return again.
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Problematic

With a large population, expanding cities can merely provide enough for efficiency and economy. Emphasizing efficiency and efficiency alone, space for slow living, for space-driven and visual-driven activities, are occupied and ignored. As a result, mental stress rises and indifference among people thrives.
Research Objective

Explore the interfaces between functionally different spaces, to allow for informal activities that enable multifunction and bridge the slow and fast life.

Sub-questions
1. How can the urban spatial structure be rearranged, using both horizontal and vertical levels, in such a way that it encourages social interaction, and unexpected encounter?
2. How can contemplation and restoration play a role in that system?
3. How can interfaces bridge these different activities, encouraging one to try out the other life?
4. What is the role of material and vegetation in the role of encouraging informal claim of space and activities?
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Conflict: Space VS. Activities
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